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Abstract. A method has been developed for express-assessment of the quality of dairy 
products according to the indicators of optical sensors in the visible and near-IR wavelength 
range. The use of modern machine learning methods, in particular the principal component 
method, made it possible to identify groups of samples similar in their properties and determine 
whether products belong to an industrial or piece manufacturing method. The technique allows 
you to designate a group of ‘references’, deviations from it, and is an inexpensive express 
method for controlling the quality of food products.
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Аннотация. Разработана методика экспресс-оценки качества молочной продукции 
по показателям оптических датчиков видимого и ближнего ИК диапазона длин волн. 
Применение современных методов машинного обучения, в частости метода главных 
компонент, позволило выделить группы схожих по своим свойствам образцов и 
определить принадлежность продукции к промышленному или штучному методу 
изготовления. Методика позволяет обозначить группу «эталонов», отклонения от нее 
и является недорогим и мгновенным методом контроля качества пищевой продукции.
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Introduction

Dairy products are the basis of the food basket of the typical consumer not only in the Russian 
Federation, but around the world.  Modern food production requires accurate and rapid methods 
of controlling the properties and composition indicators of the products [1]. At present, there is 
a growing tendency in the world to accurately determine the quality of dairy products, since one 
of the most common practices is the addition of some substance to increase the volume of raw 
materials [2]. Due to the intensive development of instrumental analysis methods, including infra-
red spectroscopy, it is increasingly becoming a question not only of determining the main com-
ponents, such as lactose, fat, protein, dry matter, but also of simultaneously identifying various 
adulterants [3, 4]. Due to the large volumes of processed dairy raw materials in production, fast 
and effective methods of monitoring its composition are required [4, 5]. The following methods 
are used for qualitative and quantitative evaluation of individual components of the composition: 
photometric, ultrasonic, conductometric, infrared spectroscopy and others [5]. IR-spectroscopy is 
widespread due to the fact that for a short period of time allows to register the spectrum of most 
significant chemical compounds in the composition of the studied sample [6, 7].

Thus, the aim of the work was to create a technique for express quality control of dairy prod-
ucts and detection of adulteration in them on the basis of infrared spectroscopy methods with the 
possibility of training and recognition of images of the studied raw materials.

Materials and Methods

The study of dairy products samples was carried out using the developed hardware and equipment 
complex consisting of two modules: an optoelectronic module and a computer-information module. 
Scheme of work and process of research of dairy products are shown in Fig.1. The opto-electronic 
module is a modern multichannel analyzer of spectra which has an array of 18 fast photosensitive 
elements, working at wavelengths from 410 to 940 nm, and 3 sources of radiation. These technical 
characteristics allow the device to obtain spectral data of a product sample in less than 10 seconds 
[8]. A 500 mA/h battery is built into the system, allowing 5 hours of operation without recharging. 
There are operating modes of both pulse illumination of the sample and continuous. The data are 
transmitted via wireless personal networks to a PC. Computation and information module is repre-
sented by a complex of statistical algorithms of multidimensional data processing and analysis with 
the use of machine learning methods (method of main components). The result of the analysis is the 
assignment of the sample to one of the established similarity groups. Fig. 1 shows schematic diagram 
of the hardware-software complex and the process of dairy products research.

Two groups of samples of dairy products were studied. The first group included 10 samples 
of milk of industrial production, the second group included 8 samples of milk from individual 
farms. The milk samples were produced and purchased at the same time. The samples were stored 
under the same conditions. Each of them was poured into a specially made black container. 
Measurements were taken at room temperature.

Results and Discussion

The experimental data obtained during the study were an array of numerical values of each 
of the 18 elements of the optoelectronic unit. In order to qualitatively analyze the composition 
of dairy product samples and determine the presence of impurities and adulterations, the spectra 
of reflected and backscattered radiation in the visible and near-infrared wavelength range were 
examined (Fig.2).
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During the analysis of the experimental data the following trends are traced: the peaks of the 
radiation intensity of industrial milk samples are noticeable in the visible range of the spectrum, at 
wavelengths of 460–535 nm. In contrast, the maximum intensities of milk samples from individ-
ual farms are located in the near-infrared wavelength range, at wavelengths of 900–940 nm.  This 
indicates different composition of samples, the presence of higher intensity peaks among indus-
trial dairy products may indicate the presence of impurities in the samples. Intelligent multivariate 
data processing methods were used to examine the structure of the data and to find relationships 
between samples and variables, in particular, the principal component method (PCA). PCA is a 
multivariate statistical analysis aimed at reducing the dimensionality of the data set. It allows us to 

Fig. 2. Spectrum of reflected and backscattered radiation of dairy 
product samples in the visible and near-infrared wavelength range

b)

a)

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the hardware-software complex (a) 
and the process of dairy products research (b)
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identify new variables (principal components) that most accurately reflect the correlation between 
the original variables and explain the largest proportion of variance in the data [9, 10]. The result 
of the analysis is a graph, which allows you to represent the relationship between the data. In 
the Cartesian coordinate system, each point is one of the samples. To determine the optimal 
number of principal components, a scree plot (Kettel’s method) was used, according to which it 
was necessary and sufficient to leave three components [11]. The following trends are traced: the 
formation of a cluster of points - samples of industrial milk, which indicates their similarity to 
each other and a large scatter on the graph of points - samples of farm milk (Fig. 3.).

The result of intellectual processing of the data obtained with the help of optical sensors were 
formed groups of product samples. According to the belonging of a particular sample to one of the 
groups, it is possible to judge about the difference in the composition of the samples, adulteration 
and the possible presence of impurities. It has been established that the composition and quality 
of dairy product samples can be assessed using optical spectroscopy methods with subsequent 
intelligent mathematical processing of the data obtained (including the use of methods of multi-
variate statistical analysis of data).

Conclusion

Thus, the results obtained testify to the effectiveness of the developed technique based on the 
optical device - multi-channel spectra analyzer. The presented technique can be used as one of 
the highly effective methods of controlling the composition and quality of dairy products, which 
has such advantages as availability for wide application, sufficiently high expressiveness and effi-
ciency, low requirements for the qualification of the operator, etc.
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Fig. 3. Result of visualization of multivariate data obtained using optical sensors 
in the space of the three principal components, where samples marked in blue 

are dairy products of individual farms; in red - industrial dairy products
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